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QUESTION 1

You are building a form that contains a list of courses. Users will select the courses in which they want to enroll. Which
two tasks can you perform in Pega Express? (Choose Two) 

A. Edit the field group list property and set data access to copy data from a data page. 

B. Configure the view in Run mode and change the order of columns in the view. 

C. Create a field group list property and make the property a data reference. 

D. Enable section editing and configure the selection check box by removing the caption. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 2

In the Answer Area, identify the data access option for each type of reference data; 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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QUESTION 3

Which two dependencies do you directly enforce with a Wait step? (Choose Two) 

A. Pausing a case until a new child case is created 

B. Pausing a case until a predetermined time expires 

C. Pausing a case until another case (or all cases) reach a specified status 

D. Pausing a case until a user submits a specified value 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 4

When processing an auto accident claim, the system requires three approvals: Approval from the adjuster who
inspected the car, approval from the medical administrator who provided medical care to the insured, and approval from
the insurance agent who verified the claim. How do you implement the requirements so each approver can work
independently? 

A. Create three parallel processes with approval assignments. 

B. Route to a workbasket where all three roles have access. 

C. Create business logic to route to the different approvers. 

D. Create an approval step with cascading approval. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 5

A requirement states: The tax identification number must contain 10 digits. How do you configure the field to support this
requirement? 

A. Configure a validate rule to test the tax identification number pattern. 

B. Use a decimal property type and make the field required. 

C. Use an edit validate rule that validates the tax identification number pattern. 

D. Set the minimum and maximum values to "10" in a text field. 

Correct Answer: D 
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